
5219 Shorecrest Drive
Middleton, WI 53562

 
J. Chadwick Schnee
Appeals Officer
PA Office of Open Records
400 N. Street, 4th Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17120-0225
 
Sent via e-mail to jschnee@pa.gov
 
RE: Docket # AP 2012-1355
 

August 23, 2012
 
Dear Mr. Schnee:

 

This is a response to your letter of August 14, 2012, which, in part, invited parties to 

the above-referenced appeal before the Pennsylvania Office of Open Records (the “Office”) 

to supplement its record. I, Ryan Bagwell (the “Petitioner”), dispute the decision of the 

Pennsylvania Department of Education (the “Respondent”) to partially deny a request for records 

under the Pennsylvania Right to Know Law (the “RTKL”), and hereby make the following 

arguments and motions in support thereof:

 

1. Petitioner’s argument for discolsure

Petitioner re-incorporates the arguments filed with his initial application for appeal, 

attached to this letter as Exhibit A.

 

 2. Motion for in camera inspection
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Pursuant to Section IV, paragraph D of the the Office’s Interim Appeals Guidelines 

published on its website, Petitioner hereby seeks to move the Office to order an in camera 

review of the documents that Respondent claims are exempt from disclosure.

In its partial denial, Respondent cited attorney-client and attorney-work product 

privileges, the so-called “predecisional deliberations” exception and the “noncriminal 

investigation” exception as reason to withhold an unknown number of records. An in camera 

review by an independent third-party is necessary because of the privileges and exceptions 

claimed by Respondent.

 

2. Motion to allow supplemental response

Additionally, Petitioner hereby move the Office to allow a response to Respondent’s 

answer to Petitioner’s appeal. The crux of this dispute is Respondent’s dearth of justification for 

withholding requested documents. Other than citing parts of the RTKL, Respondent thus far has 

failed to make any argument as to why it claims certain records may not be disclosed. At this 

time, Petitioner is unable to respond to its arguments, simply because it has chosen not to make 

any such argument. Without an opportunity for response, Petitioner will be severely prejudiced 

in pursuing the instant appeal.

 

Additionally, as an administrative matter, I would appreciate you corresponding with 

me by e-mail instead of mail whenever possible. As a resident of Wisconsin, mail takes roughly 

three to four days to arrive from Harrisburg, hampering my ability to respond timely and 

potentially prejudicing my ability to offer arguments.
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Thank you for your consideration. Please don’t hesitate to contact me with any questions 

at 608-466-6195, or by e-mail at ryan@ryanbagwell.com.

 

Sincerely, 

     /s/

Ryan Bagwell

 

cc: Michael Bressi, PDE (via e-mail)
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INTRODUCTION
 

This is an appeal of a decision by the PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF 

EDUCATION (“PDE”) to partially deny my request for public records under the Pennsylvania 

Right to Know Law, 65 P.S. §67.101, et seq. (“RTKL”). I hereby file this complaint in 

accordance with section 1101 of the RTKL, and offer the following averments in support thereof.

BACKGROUND
 
On Thursday, June 28, 2012, I filed a request for public records under the RTKL that 

sought “copies of letters, emails, reports and memorandums received by Secretary of Education 

Ronald J. Tomalis” that were (1) received by Tomalis in April, May, June and July of 2012; (2) 

sent to Tomalis in his official capacity as a member of Penn State’s Board of Trustees; and (3) 

sent by at least one of 38 named individuals that included Penn State trustees, administrators and 

staff members. (EXHIBIT A).

PDE’s open records officer provided an interim response by letter dated July 9, 2012, in 

which he informed me that PDE would would need up to 30 additional days to provide records 

responsive to the request.

 Its final response was sent by e-mail on August 3, 2012, in which PDE partially denied 

my request for public records because they contained information that is predecisional in nature, 

are related to a noncriminal investigation, and are exempt from disclosure under the attorney-

client privilege and attorney-work product. (EXHIBIT B).

PDE did not specify or describe the nature of the records that were deemed exempt 

from being withheld, and did not specify the alleged exemption(s) that applied to each record. 

Therefore, I asked PDE to provide list of records that were being withheld in order to determine 

if the partial denial was proper. To date, PDE has not replied to that request.
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DISCUSSION

The RTLK exists “to promote access to official government information in order to 

prohibit secrets, scrutinize the actions of public officials and make public officials accountable 

for their actions.” Bowling v. OOR, 990 A.2d 813, 824 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 2010). Requests that are 

denied by Commonwealth agencies may be appealed to the Office of Open Records, which shall 

assign an appeals officer to review documents, testimony and other information related to the 

matter at hand. 65 P.S. § 67.1102. For those reasons, the OOR has the appropriate jurisdiction to 

hear and rule upon this appeal.

All records possessed by an agency must be considered public records and provided 

to requesters unless a record falls under an exception specified in the RTKL, an established 

privilege or another law. See 65 P.S. §67.305(a). Agencies bear the burden of proving the 

validity of any reasons used to deny access to public records. See 65 P.S. §67.708(b). That 

burden must be met by a “preponderance of the evidence,” defined as “evidence which as a 

whole shows that the fact sought to be proved is more probable than not.” 65 P.S. §67.708(a). 

BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY 1064 (8th ed.); 

In its letter of partial denial, PDE claimed that an unspecified number of records met 

the requester’s criteria, but could be withheld under one or more exemptions specified in the 

RTKL. Its only justification comprised a list of four reasons consisting of statutes and privileges 

that allegedly apply to the records withheld. (EXHIBIT B). PDE did not in any way describe 

the records it withheld, nor did it offer any evidence to its application of the listed statutes and 

privileges.

PDE’s justification is insufficient. “Merely citing an exception … within the law does not 

meet this burden of proof.” Wallace v. School District of Lancaster, OOR Dkt. AP 2009-0010. 
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In the absence of any additional information that supports PDE’s exemption claims, its burden 

established in 65 P.S. §67.708(a) cannot be met, and the OOR must rule my favor.

 

Respectfully submitted,

 

Ryan Bagwell
5219 Shorecrest Drive
Middleton, WI 53562
608-466-6195
ryan@ryanbagwell.com
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